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==  Name  == 
 
The Tano Holocron. 
 
 
==  physical and technical specifications  == 
 
Made out of durasteel and crystalline materials, The Tano Holocron is a diamond  shaped 
holocron with a transparent outer shell present on all sides allowing one to see the inner 
mechanics of the Holocron itself. 
 
It is coloured a light shade of grey and the shape and colour are intentional to distinguish 
itself apart from the typical Jedi Holocrons which are cubes, dodecahedrons, or 
cuboctahedrons and the Sith Holocrons which are normally pyramid shaped. 
 
The Tano Holocron is slightly larger than the standard Holocron, but still fits comfortably into 
the palm of one's hand. Upon the Holocron are symbols that define it as an information hub 
for the knowledge of the Force contained within. 
 
In order to open the Holocron, a Force user is required to have accepted both the Light and 
Dark Side of the Force within their hearts. Only then will the Holocron open to reveal 
teachings and secrets of both the Jedi and the Sith, combining both to create one unifying 
Force and one new path. The Grey Path. Neither light nor dark. 
 
==  History  == 
 
After feeling betrayed by the Jedi Council during the events of the Clone Wars, Ahsoka Tano 
left the Jedi Order behind and sought a new path in the Force. Neither Light nor Dark but a 
combination of each and never succumbing to either. She began to search for ancient ruins 
and temples in her travels, eager to learn all that the Force had to offer and built the Tano 
Holocron in order to house what she learned. 
 
After the fall of the Galactic Empire in 5ABY Ahsoka began to gather Force sensitives on her 
home world on Shili and used the Holocron as a base for her teachings. Those who could 
open the Holocron were considered true disciples of the Force and gained status amongst 
their peers. Some even began to worship the Holocron, believing that it held secrets of the 
Force such as eternal life and power. It would become the symbol that united this order 



together through all aspects of the Force and currently remains in the temple of the Disciples 
of the Grey.  
 


